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What is JumpStart?

- Started in 2012
- JumpStart is targeted to men of color to assist them with the transition to college and to transfer to 4-year
- 2-week program on campus including tours of Sac State and UCD
Topics Covered

• College Success Strategies

• Transfer Process

• Self-motivation
Closing the Achievement Gap

• Donation from former CRC President Merrilee Lewis-Engel to improve academic outcomes by providing financial incentives

• $1,000 provided to ten students

• Full-time enrollment (12 or more units)

• Maintain 2.0 or higher GPA
NAME
Fernando Vera

MAJOR
Chemical Engineering

GOAL
To be a lab scientist
NAME  Daryll Wade

MAJOR  Computer Science

GOAL  Web Development at Google
NAME
Charles Hillmann
MAJOR
Computer Engineering
GOAL
To be the best programmer
NAME

Jovanni Serra

MAJOR

Mechanical Engineering

GOAL

To work on custom cars
NAME
Kahlil Williams
MAJOR
Business
GOAL
Manage my own business
NAME
Jesus Egurrola Lopez

MAJOR
Computer Science

GOAL
To improve software
NAME
Chris Frazier
MAJOR
Psychology
GOAL
To be an independent psychologist
NAME
Jorge Jimenez

MAJOR
Mechanical Engineering

GOAL
To work for Lexus
NAME
Matthew Suan

MAJOR
Computer Science

GOAL
To be a programmer for a big company like Google
NAME
Tomas Damian
MAJOR
Physics
GOAL
To transform the world’s view of itself
NAME
Jimmy Sweatt
MAJOR
Engineering
GOAL
To become a major league baseball player
NAME
Randy Law

MAJOR
Computer Science

GOAL
To work for Java
NAME
Micaiah Reese

MAJOR
Computer Science

GOAL
Work for Google
NAME
Marcos Cabrera

MAJOR
Mechanical Engineering

GOAL
To work in the automotive industry
NAME
Jeremy Sweatt
MAJOR
Computer Engineering/En v. Science
GOAL
To become a pilot in the Air Force or a software developer
NAME
Julio Arias

MAJOR
Criminal Justice

GOAL
To play pro soccer